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Swap Counterparty
In many securitization products or repackaged bonds (hereinafter referred to as “structured products”), if
a financial institution participates in the scheme as a swap counterparty, there are cases where
creditworthiness of the swap counterparty may have an impact on the structured products themselves.
In rating for a structured product, JCR has been adopting in principle the “weak link approach,” in
which the rating is linked to the weakest of the ratings on the underlying assets of the structured product or
the rating on the counterparty, because a default of counterparty has been taken as a cause for winding-up of
the swap contract itself in the ISDA-based swap contracts, etc. JCR will explain the way of factoring in
creditworthiness of a swap counterparty in rating for structured products in a comprehensive manner below.
1.

Swap Counterparty in Structured Products
In a structured product, a swap can be used mainly in synthetic CDOs or repackaged bonds. A swap
here is a swap, which exchanges only interest rates between the two parties (fixed-for-floating interest rate
swap or interest rate swap in different currencies), a swap exchanging not only interest rates but also the
cash flow from collateral assets at the time of redemption, or a credit default swap in which one party
provides a “guarantee” for credits referring to corporations to another party.

2.

Way of Factoring in Creditworthiness of Swap Counterparty in Rating
In rating for a structured product, JCR adopts the weak link approach in principle, in which the rating
is linked to creditworthiness of swap counterparty. For this reason, it is a fundamental rule that a rating
exceeding the rating on the swap counterparty cannot be given to the structured product.
However, application of the weak link approach shall be avoided by taking “de-linking measures”
below.

3.

De-linking Measures

(1) In Case Where the Rating on the Structured Product is above AAWith a swap counterparty with a long-term rating of above AA- (equivalent to J-1+ for a short-term
rating) being an eligibility requirement initially, at least one of the following measures shall be specified
to be taken in the initial swap contract:
If the rating becomes below AA- (equivalent to below J-1+ for a short-term rating),
· Replacement of the counterparty with another counterparty which meets the eligibility requirements.
· Provision of a guarantee which JCR accepts as eligible.
· Establishment of a security agreement that can cover the required amount during period.
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In addition, in case of a simple swap contract where cost for rebuilding is considered relatively low,
JCR applies the following requirements:
In case where a rating on a structured product is above AA-, with a swap counterparty with a
short-term rating of above J-1 being an eligibility requirement, one of the following measures shall be
specified to be taken in the initial swap contract:
If the short-term rating becomes below J-1,
· Replacement of the counterparty with another counterparty which meets the eligibility requirements.
· Provision of a guarantee which JCR accepts as eligible.
· Establishment of a security agreement that can cover the required amount during period.
In particular, in a case as in the case of a credit default swap where a swap counterparty shall pay
only a predetermined amount in each period, one of the following measures shall be specified to be
taken in the initial swap contract:
If the short-term rating becomes below J-1,
· Replacement of the counterparty with another counterparty which meets the eligibility requirements.
· Provision of a guarantee which JCR accepts as eligible.
· Payment in advance equivalent to payment for one period of the entire period.
In addition, if the short-term rating becomes below J-2,
· Replacement of the counterparty with another counterparty which meets the eligibility requirements.
· Provision of a guarantee which JCR accepts as eligible.
· Payment in advance for the entire period in full.
(2) In Case Where the Rating on the Structured Product is above A- and below AAWith a swap counterparty with a long-term rating of above A- (equivalent to J-1 for a short-term
rating) being an eligibility requirement, at least one of the following measures shall be specified to be
taken in the initial swap contract:
If the rating becomes below A- (equivalent to below J-1 for a short-term rating),
· Replacement of the counterparty with another counterparty which meets the eligibility requirements.
· Provision of a guarantee which JCR accepts as eligible.
· Establishment of a security agreement that can cover the required amount during period.
As in the case of (1) above, for a swap contract where cost for rebuilding is considered relatively
low, JCR shall examine its handling individually.
The ratings on the counterparties here are in principle intended for only the entities rated by JCR.
As for other eligibility requirements for the counterparties by alternative reinforcement measures in
schemes including provision of collateral, JCR shall examine the conditions for each structured product.
The above de-linking measures are based on the assumption that a probability that the swap
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counterparty goes into default all of a sudden and then it gives up its fulfillment of the swap contract
falls within a range of default rates estimated from the rating on the structured product.
For a financial institution to become a counterparty, JCR also examines whether or not it has an
ability to conduct in an appropriate manner its workflow associated with measures predetermined for a
situation if its creditworthiness worsens and it hits the downgrade trigger set in the structured product, in
addition to its creditworthiness represented by its rating, to determine the suitability as a counterparty
finally.
Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error as well as other factors in the information herein, JCR makes no representation or
warranty, express or implied, as to accuracy, results, adequacy, timeliness, completeness or merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose,
with respect to any such information, and is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for results obtained from the use of such information.
Under no circumstances will JCR be liable for any special, indirect, incidental or consequential damages of any kind caused by the use of any such
information, including but not limited to, lost opportunity or lost money, whether in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise, and whether such
damages are foreseeable or unforeseeable. Information herein is statements of opinion, and not statements of fact as to credit risk decisions or
recommendations regarding decisions to purchase, sell or hold any securities such as individual bonds or commercial paper. JCR retains all rights
pertaining to this document. Any reproduction, adaptation, alteration, etc. of this document, is prohibited, whether or not wholly or partly, without
prior consent of JCR.
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